
With regard to TRAVEL INSURANCE…

Israel Advantage Tours, Inc., believes that all passengers, should obtain travel insurance.

Currently, Israel entry protocol requires that each Participant purchase travel insurance with 
verifiable coverage for Covid-19 and/or its variants and includes coverage for a quarantine package.

Travel Insurance for individuals residing in the United States:

Please  note  that  Israel  Advantage  Tours,  Inc.  does  not  sell  travel insurance, but  offers
information on travel insurance as a convenience to Israel Advantage Tours, Inc. passengers per
the link below. The information we offer is relevant to individuals residing in the United States
and does not cover individuals residing outside of the United States. The link will direct you to
Travel  Guard programs  and  benefits,  quotes,  and  any  other  information  you  may  require.
Follow the prompts and be sure to select “Israel” as the country you plan to visit.  You may
likewise call this tollfree number to speak with a representative, 1-866-385-4839, to get more
information  on  your travel  insurance  and  be  sure  to  provide  the Israel  Advantage  Tours,
Inc. (IATI) Passenger Courtesy Code number 331783. 

Click here for information about travel insurance

Relevant to passengers considering travel insurance: The initial trip payment date is accepted as
the  date  your  initial  deposit  has  been  processed  by  our  office.  IATI  passengers  receive  a
notification via email when their initial deposit will be, or has been, processed, along with this
information about travel insurance.     

When coverage is purchased within 21 days of initial trip payment for this insurance plan, a pre-
existing medical condition waiver may be available. To confirm all the terms and conditions,
please call 1-866-385-4839 and provide the Israel Advantage Tours, Inc. (IATI) Passenger
Courtesy Code number 331783. The representative will be happy to review your inquiries
and furnish information accordingly. 

For  participants  residing  outside  of  the  United  States,  please  determine  travel  insurance
companies and policies that cover you for verifiable coverage for Covid-19 and/or its variants
and incudes coverage for a quarantine package. 

https://israeladvantagetours.com/resources/travel-insurance/

